
CUSTOM MADE, PROFESSIONALLY INSTALLED
WORLD CLASS SHADING SYSTEMS

Relax and enjoy cool comfortable shade

Working in conjunction with motorized units, our world-class wireless
components will increase your unit’s functionality and effectiveness. Wind 
Sensor: This accelerometer sensor attaches to the front bar which will retract 
the unit if it gets too windy – adding a level of safety. Sun Sensor: This sensor 
typically mounts to an exterior wall and will automatically extend the awning 
once the preset sun level is attained. 

Advanced Belt Technology

ABT

CHAIN

CABLE

60,000 Cycles

8,000 Cycles

5,000 Cycles

Tension Transmission System Comparison

• Lifetime Framework/Hardware
• 8 Year Motor & Electronics
• 10 Year Fabric Cover 

• Lifetime Framework/Hardware
• Lifetime Motor & Electronics
• Lifetime Fabric Cover 

Ask your dealer for complete details

While other systems have exposed cables
or chains, most of Eclipse shading systems 
utilize this patented feature. The ABT consists
of individually wound cables encased in a 
poly-carbon, UV resistant PVC coating. Each
belt is individually tested up to 3,300 pounds 
guaranteeing a long, worry-free life for your 
shading system.

Advanced Belt Technology is featured on our 
Eclipse, Total Eclipse, Eclipse SC, and the
Eclipse Butterfly retractable awnings.

Security And Safety of Expert Installation

Electronic Accessories

Get the Optional Extended Warranty

8PAPB13

From Serene to Stunning,
We Have The Fabric For You

Eclipse offers hundreds of long 
lasting, heavy duty, 100% 
acrylic fabrics that are
warranted from rot,
mildew and excessive 
fading. Each awning
cover is sewn with UV
and weather resistant
GORETM Tenara thread
for fabric seams that are
long lasting.

Retractable shading systems 
are designed to withstand 
changing weather conditions. 
These changes coupled with 
the product’s cantilevered 
design exert forces on the 
framework which are 
transferred to the installation 
brackets and back into the 
home’s structural system. Your 
professionally trained dealer 
will safely install your Eclipse 
shading system providing you 
and your family years of 
worry-free solar protection.

E C L I P S E A W N I N G S . C O M

For more photos, customer feedback and additional
product details, please visit:

Authorized Dealer



Eclipse shades are a “green way” to reduce room temperatures, save energy, eliminate sun glare and stop the fading
of your personal effects. Eclipse offers several models of interior mounted retractable shades that can be manually 
operated or motorized. For maximum efficiency, electronic light and temperature sensors can be incorporated. 
Eclipse shades feature GreenGuard® certified fabrics that are ideal for any residential or commercial location.

Eclipse Interior Mounted Retractable Shades
Retractable Sunglasses For Your Windows

Exterior mounted screens greatly reduce solar heat 
gain by stopping the effects of the sun before they 
enter the home, lowering room temperatures up to 
20 degrees!  Eclipse screens will also add privacy 
and security to any location.  Eclipse screens are 
fully custom made in a wide variety of fabrics and 
options to best fit your unique needs. The Eclipse 
E-Zip, a side retention track screen, will allow you 
to create a virtual bug proof environment with a 
touch of a button.

Eclipse Exterior Mounted
Retractable Screens
Maximize Your Energy Savings

Every Eclipse shading system is custom
made and professionally installed to meet
your unique needs. The Eclipse is an ideal
solution to expand the living space of
virtually any deck, patio or terrace.
The Eclipse features a 10 year
frame warranty and is our most
versatile shading system.

Uniquely Designed And Built
To Meet Your Needs

Your independent Eclipse dealer is a shading expert who will design and install products that are both beautiful and 
functional. We assemble our products right here in the USA using the finest components from around the world. Using 
state-of-the-art equipment and the latest technology, our skilled craftsmen and assemblers build every unit from 
scratch typically in less than 7 days from date of order. This express production schedule allows your Eclipse dealer 
to typically install your awning within 3 weeks or less.

Built To Your Specifications

Eclipse offers a complete line of retractable shading systems for your home or business.  
Our “green” products will reduce your cooling costs, expand your living space and add style 
and color.  Eclipse awnings are individually crafted to meet your unique and specific shading 
needs – with virtually millions of combinations; no two units we produce are the same.



The custom made E-Lite unit is available 
with our most popular options, providing 
homeowners both value and affordability. 
The E-Lite, which compares very favorably 
to other brand’s top of the line product, 
carries a standard 5 year frame warranty.

 Quality And Affordability Meet

The Total Eclipse offers unequaled strength and durability for 
both residential and commercial use.  The Total Eclipse, which 
carries a 10 year frame warranty, features unit components 
that are up to 50% larger than our Eclipse system and can 
project up to 16’6” – the largest in the industry!

When Bigger & Better is Just Right For You

Are you ready to step up to the finest in retractable shading? The Ultimate is our pinnacle product built on 

many industry leading unique patents. The Ultimate is ideal for both commercial and residential applications 

and carries a LIFETIME frame warranty. A semi-cassette hood option, which protects the entire fabric when 

retracted, is available up to 22’ wide with projections up to 13’. The sleek yet rugged framework will provide 

you with years of trouble free solar protection.

No walls to mount to? Not a problem
with the Eclipse Butterfly - a free standing, 
motorized retractable shading system that 
is ideal for pool sides, cafés or any open 
space that needs shade. The Eclipse 
Butterfly mounts onto or into any solid 
mounting surface, can cast up to 400 sq/ft 
of shade and is warranted for 10 years. 

Instant, On-Demand
Shade Anywhere 

The Ultimate is Function and Form



Eclipse is proud to carry the
prestigious Skin Cancer Foundation
Seal of Recommendation on its
products using Sunbrella fabrics

www.eclipseawnings.com
THE ULTIMATE SUNBLOCK

The Eclipse Drop Arm shading system is ideal for 

windows, porches or any opening where you desire to 

stop direct sunlight.The Eclipse Drop Arm will reduce 

interior fading & cooling costs while adding privacy 

and style to your home. When not in use or when 

warming sunlight is desired, the Eclipse Drop Arm is 

fully retractable. No seasonal take down needed like 

traditional style window awnings. The Eclipse Drop 

Arm comes with a 10 year frame warranty.

Reduces Cooling Costs And
Sun Glare…Beautifully

The Eclipse SCII is our next generation 

retractable shading system whose sleek 

design allows for increased protection of the 

fabric. Guarding the fabric from the elements 

when the unit is retracted, it is ideal for roof 

mount applications. Homeowners and 

business owners alike will enjoy the clean lines 

and added security the Eclipse SC II provides.

European Design & Elegance

The Eclipse SC is similar to our Eclipse unit with 
the added protection of a full wrap around hood 
that completely protects the fabric when 
retracted. The Eclipse SC carries a 10 year frame 
warranty and is ideal for roof mount applications.

Added Protection   For Residential 
And Commercial Applications

The Patio style is designed to attach to an existing wall and 
incorporates a front crossmember and matching powder coated 
aluminum posts. The Pergola style is designed to mount on top of an 
existing structure such as a free standing pergola or over a sunroom.

Designed for protection from both sun and rain.  
Available in two styles, Patio & Pergola

THE

The Eclipse Premier takes our most popular model, the 

Eclipse unit and upgrades several key frame components 

for smoother operation and a sleeker look. The heavy duty 

aluminum torsion bar and next generation arms featuring 

CB3 technology allow the Eclipse Premier to combine 

European, cutting edge performance on an American 

classic. The Eclipse Premier features a standard 15 year 

frame warranty.

Improve on a Classic   

PHOTO OF PREMIER
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